TD I-110

Built for life

TD I-110 is a durable touch screen speech generating device for those with conditions such as autism. This communication solution is now designed to keep up with even more of life’s adventures.

**Durable**
Take it anywhere thanks to a Gorilla Glass touch screen and built-in crash case.

**Fast**
Enjoy enhanced processing speed, memory and storage.

**10-hour battery**
Use the device for up to 10 hours of continuous run time.

**Powerful speakers**
Project a voice clearly with strong built-in speakers.
Built for communication

This rugged, purpose-built AAC device comes loaded with TD Snap, our symbol-supported software that simplifies and enriches communication. With extra-loud outward facing speakers, the option of a handle or wheelchair mount plate, and a wide selection of keyguards, your voice will always be heard on your own terms.

TD Snap
A symbol-supported AAC software offering a choice of solutions, complete with tools and resources.

Accessories
TD I-110 comes with several accessories included in the box, which are also available to buy separately as spares or replacements.

To find out more about TD I-110 including pricing, the full list of accessories, and specifications, visit: uk.tobiiDynavox.com/pages/td-i-110